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: AN URGENT CALL IN ENGLISH TEACHING
METHODOLOGY
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PSYCHOLOGY
APPROACH:



The talk structure:

1. Case study experiment

2. The digital landscape
and ways of creating
emotional value 

emotional
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Psychological 

constituent



Case studies
experiment.



The Common European Framework of Reference
for Languages (CEFRL)



The Common European Framework of Reference
for Languages (CEFRL)
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BEGINNERS

LET'S MAP
PROBLEMATICS:



Profile:
Beginner
Age orientation:
5-7 y.o.

COORDINATING
CONJUNCTIONS//
CHOOSE BETWEEN-
BUT ,  AND

He is shy ____ nice

She is loud ____ happy

What's
wrong?



INTERMEDIATE

LET'S MAP
PROBLEMATICS:



Profile:
Intermediate
Age orientation:
15-...

PART 3  I ELTS
EXPER IMENT

Let's talk!

What's
wrong?



ADVANCED

LET'S MAP
PROBLEMATICS:



What's
wrong?

Profile:
Advanced, business
orientation
Age orientation:
18-...

-Morning Rob! Well, let's get down to business,
 we finally need to raise the bar for smooth
sailing.
-You've hit the nail on the head! Who's going to 
have an upper hand in leading the conversation 
with our partners? 
-Your guess is as good as mine. 
-Well, then let's get back to the drawing board to
figure out!

READING GIVEN TO A
BUSINESS STUDENT TO
DEMONSTRATE A
SUCCESSFUL  BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION

Let's talk!



What's
wrong?

Profile:
Advanced, business
orientation
Age orientation:
18-...

-Morning Rob! Well, let's get down to business,
 we finally need to raise the bar for smooth sailing.
-You've hit the nail on the head! Who's going to 
have an upper hand in leading the conversation 
with our partners? 
-Your guess is as good as mine. 
-Well, then let's get back to the drawing board to
figure out!



Business English
most frequent

inquiries

I want to make sure
I don't sound offensive
to another speaker.

Grammar is not a big
deal- I am sure I will be
understood if needed. 
I am here because my boss
wants me to practice.  

How do I
categorize
those?

I've studied English for 
so long. I went through
so many courses,
but I just
don't feel I am 
good enough.



BEGINNERS:

INTERMEDIATE:

ADVANCED:

LET'S MAP
PROBLEMATICS:

short
answer

inappropriate
materials

inappropriate
materials

inappropriate
materials



WHAT'S WRONG
WITH THIS
INTERPRETATION?



WHAT DOES COGNITIVE SCIENCE SAY
ABOUT LEARNING PROCESSES?



THERE'S MORE TO IT...

HOWEVER NEGATIVE  EMOTIONS IN
LEARNING PROCESS HELP  US
FOCUS ON WHAT WE HAVE TO
AVOID



TEACHING-WISE THIS MEANS...

I F  YOU WANT TO TEACH YOUR
CHILD HOW TO WRITE  AN ESSAY ,
DON'T  BLAME OR ABUSE H IM/HER
AS YOU WILL  STOP A FREEFLOW OF
ASSOCIAT IONS NEEDED FOR
CREATIVE  WORK.

IF  YOU WANT TO TEACH A CHILD
NOT TO TOUCH ELECTRICS- IT
MIGHT BE  USEFUL  RAIS ING YOUR
VOICE A B IT .  



WHAT'S WRONG
WITH THIS
INTERPRETATION?I T  IGNORES THE

POTENTIAL
EFFECTIVENESS WE
RECE IVE  WHEN
ENGAGING
IN STUDENTS
EMOTIONAL  VALUES



HOW DOES IT
THEN LOOK LIKE
FROM STUDENTS
PERSPECTIVE?

I T  IGNORES THE
POTENTIAL
EFFECTIVENESS WE
RECE IVE  WHEN
ENGAGING
IN STUDENTS
EMOTIONAL  VALUES



BEGINNERS:

Socio-cultural context affects
logic and influences processes
of memorization. It's harder for
them to get to the sense of
"right" if it doesn't fall under the
known logical category. This
produces insecurity, hesitation
and slows learning ability. 

INTERMEDIATE:

Following a set curriculum
depersonalizes the trainer and
deprives students of the
authentic connection- essential
for language learning progress.

ADVANCED:

Insufficient cultural awareness
makes students interpret their
language concerns in a way that
stops their progress.
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BUT WHAT ARE
WE DEALING WITH
REALLY?

What are students trying to communicate
when they see inappropriate exercises?



BEGINNERS:

socio-cultural context affects
logic and influences processes
of memorization. It's harder for
them to get to the sense of
"right" if it doesn't fall under the
known logical category. This
produces insecurity, hesitation
and slows learning ability. 

INTERMEDIATE:

following a set curriculum
depersonalizes the trainer and
deprives students of the
authentic connection- essential
for language learning progress

ADVANCED:

Insufficient cultural awareness
make students interpret their
language concerns in a way that
stops their progress

It's hard! How do I stay 
motivated!?

I don't know how far
I am from "good enough"
to build confidence!

How do I even know that
I am good enough?



ALL THIS IS
PSYCHOLOGICAL
REGISTER, NOW
WHAT?



ALL THIS IS
PSYCHOLOGICAL
REGISTER, NOW
WHAT?

Do I become somewhat of a parent
to my student!? 
This is not professional...

Ok, I get that following curriculum
solely doesn't raise chances
of quality teaching...

Do I impose personal values upon
my student? This doesn't
look professional either...



BEGINNERS:

socio-cultural context affects
logic and influences processes
of memorization. It's harder for
them to get to the sense of
"right", which produces
insecurity and slows learning
ability

Intermediate:

followinf a set curriculum
depersonalizes the trainer and
deprives students of the
authentic connection- essential
for language learning progress

Advanced:

Insufficient cultural awareness
make students interpret their
language concerns in a way that
stops their progress

It's hard! How do I stay 
motivated!?

I don't know how far
 I am from "good enough"
to build confidence

How do I even know that
I am good enough?

SHALL  WE SEE
WHAT COMMON
ESL  METHODOLOGY
SAYS ON THAT?
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Common ESL
teaching methods 
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The Functional Notional Approach to language learning places more emphasis on the 
communicative purpose of the speech. It focuses on what people want to do or accomplish through
language. 
This approach has a goal to help learner use the real language or appropriate language when
communicating.
Thus the primary preoccupation of the Functional Notional approach is sensitivity to the individual needs of
the students. 



Common ESL
teaching methods 

SO,  WHICH ONE DO I
CHOOSE?



BUT WHAT IF . . .



...some core
context.

So, what's
important
in 2021 teaching
world?

THE DECL INE  OF
TEACHING/PARENTING
"AUTHORITY"  

-it happened before, but
now even more so
according to research

I T  ALL  WENT
ONL INE . . .AND IT  WILL
STAY THERE

-what does it mean for
us?

THE AVERAGE HUMAN
ATTENTION SPAN HAS
FALLEN FROM 12
SECONDS IN  2000 TO
8 SECONDS TODAY

recent study finds...

We all have our ways of dealing with these issues, but do we really? Open-ended discussion

PANDEMIC AND ITS
INFLUENCES ON
TEACHING WORLD






